MITCHELL FREEWAY - HESTER AVENUE TO WARWICK
ROAD - SMART FREEWAYS PROJECT

CRG WORKSHOP NO 3
VENUE: KINGSLEY MEMORIAL CLUBROOMS. 68 KINGSLEY DR, KINGSLEY
6:30PM START, TUESDAY, 19 OCTOBER 2021

WORKSHOP SUMMARY
1. WELCOME, WORKSHOP PURPOSE AND PROCESS
Linton Pike (workshop facilitator) welcomed participants to the workshop and explained the
workshop agenda. The workshop agenda is provided at Attachment One. A list of workshop
participants is provided at Attachment Two. Linton thanked all members of the CRG for
taking the time to participate in the group. Each CRG member provided a brief personal
introduction.

2. ACTIONS ARISING
No changes were requested to the previous Workshop Summary.
Progress on the actions arising on various matters was reported as shown below.
No.

Action

Who

Status

1

Need to see a plan showing the
relationship between PSP,
Noisewalls and where there are
breaks in the noisewall to
access the PSP

Dylan Pearce,
MRWA

Addressed in tonight’s
presentation

2

Colours of the noisewalls
difficult to interpret from
computer screens as not true
colours

Grant Donald,
TDL

Addressed in tonight’s
presentation

3

More clarification needed of
where the noise walls sit on the
boundaries of properties or
roads

Dylan Pearce,
MRWA

Addressed in tonight’s
presentation

4

Ensure the meeting minutes are
provided in a more timely
manner

Louise
Richardson /
Linton Pike,
H2H

These were provided as
soon as they became
available

Zoe Croft,
H2H

A preliminary/draft agenda
should be sent to the CRG
prior to the meeting. (Sent
with notification of the
upcoming meeting.)

5

Agenda for upcoming meetings
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3. PROJECT UPDATE
Jonathan Christie provided a project update as follows:
Design
 Design for the median side complete
 Design for verge side (including PSP and the noisewalls) - 85% stage, approaching
100%
Construction
 Works well under way adjacent to the median - 50% of the excavation works
completed
 Road widening progressing - material being imported from a local quarry
 Stormwater drainage installation ongoing - some challenging ground conditions being
encountered
 Trees along the rail / freeway mostly been removed - three large trees on the median
need removing during night works as train line needs to be isolated
 Large number of removed trees provided to the Woodturners Association for repurposing with the remainder mulched for use in landscaping
 New concrete road safety barrier being installed between the freeway and the rail
corridor
 Planning underway in preparation for PSP alignment clearing - surveyors will be on
site marking out followed by clearing works
 Planning underway for commencement of freeway on ramps – initially at Hester Ave,
Neerabup and Burns Beach Roads on ramps
Widening works photos

Drainage installation photos
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The following questions were raised:
Q

Our property condition survey was completed but we didn’t receive the report
subsequently. Do we need to ask for it?

A

No, it should be provided to you regardless. Louise will follow up with Chris and others.
ACTION: Louise

Q

Can we please discuss the need for the proposed amenity wall?

A

Yes, we will do that in the group work later in today’s meeting.

Q

When will the planned Shopping Centre drop-in sessions be held to avoid times when
people are away with good advance warning?

A

We will avoid school holidays and give one week’s advance warning to raise awareness
and allow people to prepare. We will provide for a good level of community awareness
with sound information and promotion. It will be a full day drop-in session and people
can call in at any time and stay for as little or long as they want.

Q

When will we receive detailed noise wall information?

A

The final design of noise walls is under development with some locations undergoing
further design modifications with flow on effects for noise wall heights. We expect the
design work to be complete by late November 2021. Noise wall construction will be
done by a sub-contractor and proceed from north to south with clearing commencing in
December 2021. Noise wall construction is unlikely to commence before late February
2022. Early and advance warning is required for engagement.

Q

The noise walls themselves aren’t too contentious but the associated clearing is a big
issue for many local people. It may be too late to engage people in February. Can it be
done earlier?

A

We will show the extent of clearing tonight and it reflects the total project footprint for
ramps, the Principal Shared Path, noise walls, drainage basins and other infrastructure.
Timing wise we can advise about clearing but noise walls are still a work in progress.
We will raise awareness and hold drop in sessions. We clear the minimum areas
required but noise walls require clearing to build them.

4. COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITY
Louise Richardson and Zoe Croft provided a community engagement update as follows:


Property condition survey process progressing in good time for all upcoming work
zones – process nearing completion



Continuing management of enquiries and complaints – key issues include:
o
o
o

Questions on location of noisewalls and PSP
Concerns over impact of clearing – especially around Twickenham Drive and
amenity wall construction
Complaints about rough road surface on temporary freeway alignment



Community notifications to be sent out prior to upcoming onramp, clearing and tree
felling works



Community drop-in sessions to be held at (dates TBC):



o

Greenwood Village, Corner Warwick Road and Coolibah Drive

o

Woodvale Boulevard, Cnr Whitfords Avenue & Trappers Drive

Noise wall consultation process (noise walls on boundaries) will commence Nov/Dec
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Amenity wall (Twickenham Drive) consultation process will commence prior Nov/Dec



Local charity for Containers for Change

A number of questions resulted as follows:
Q

Could we hold two separate drop in sessions - one for clearing and one for walls?

A

Drop in sessions may not be the best approach but we need lots of engagement prior
to clearing to manage expectation. We will look for an appropriate response to
communicate with local community well in advance of clearing.

Q

People will accept that clearing is required but need advance warning and information
of smallest footprint and subsequent revegetation.

A

That is noted.

5. NOISE WALLS, PSP AND CLEARING
Dylan Pearce provided an update on the status of noise walls, PSP and vegetation clearing.
Additionally, Dylan provided the below cross section views of the PSP showing the view in
relation to local roads; and adjacent to properties.
Image 1: Typical cross sections adjacent to local road.
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Image 2: Typical cross sections adjacent to houses.

Heat maps were presented showing the resultant noise wall contour plans:
•

Showing predicted daytime noise levels 2041

•

Red areas showing higher levels – guiding position and height of noise walls

A number of questions resulted as follows:
Q

Why are the walls different heights?

A

Calculated by the model – reflects topography, surfacing, vehicle type, design
changes to ground levels, etc required to meet noise targets.

Q

What about noise from freeway and trains?

A

Modelling calibrates current noise levels measured on site which includes train noise.
The traffic model then informs the number and mix of traffic for the future to forecast
future vehicle noise levels.

6. NOISE WALL APPEARANCE
Landscape Architect Grant Donald provided an overview of the proposed noise wall
appearance as follows:
Since the last CRG meeting, noise wall designs have been updated to more closely reflect
the Wildflower Capital Initiative (WCI) - used across the road network. The WCI was
designed to improve visual amenity and create a sense of identity and place whilst
celebrating WA landscapes and flora.
The noise wall designs feature selections of plant species inspired by the Noongar culture’s
cycle of the six seasons. These designs were then translated into colour palettes for the
noise walls, using two colour themes: the South West Coastal, and South West Plain.
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The noise wall design pattern is shown below for various wall heights.
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7. INTERACTIVE WORKSHOP SESSIONS
CRG members formed into groups to provide feedback on the noise walls, PSP and
clearing. The feedback was collated and talked through as a group.
Name
Suzanne Apps
Jill Germano
Scott Shinnick
Cris Dolbel
David Hart
Elbe Stadler
Les Hancock

Group

Name
Mick Jones
Val Jonsson
Paul Covich
Tim Richards

1

2

Ashlee Levett
Bernie Hawkins

Group
3

4

8. INDIVIDUAL FEEDBACK
CRG members provide comment as shown below.
NAME

COMMENT

Geoff Hales

Most things of interest were considered such as residential wall side
colours, structures at boundary and vegetation.

Bernie
Hawkins

Most things of interest to me were answered tonight.
Loss of vegetation and regrowth on residential side is likely to be an issue
with consultation essential.

Ashlee Levett

Lack of vegetation and regrowth is a concern.
Lighting and light spill to houses is of interest.
An updated timeline for construction would be informative and important
for community engagement.
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NAME

COMMENT

Tim Richards

I have no issues with the design and colour schemes.
Out of scope items eg PSP termination at Warwick Station and other
locations is disappointing with more information needed.

Paul Covich

Artwork on the house and freeway sides is of interest and suitable access
is needed.

Val Jonsson

Wall termination and links to parks and open space is of interest.
Greenwood Train station and clearing and extent of ramp widening is of
interest.

Mick Jones

Clearing between Greenwood station and Warwick Road is extensive and
wider than the existing freeway lanes and a more subtle approach is
needed.
The colour palette is plain and more patterns are needed.
Long lead time to revegetation establishment will result.

Jill Germano

Loss of trees and vegetation is a concern.
Proposed colours are ok.
We can’t influence a lot of items it seems.

Scott
Shinnick

I am concerned at vegetation clearing.
PSP extent, scope and termination isn’t right and we should be doing it
properly now.

Suzanne
Apps

Clearing is of concern
PSP on the existing Trailwood shared path not being upgraded is a
concern.
Consultation before Christmas is needed if things are going to progress in
the new year. We need time to adjust to what is inevitable

Cris Dolbel

A 5m tall wall in my area at our back boundary is massive even with
acrylic.
Other interests addressed.

David Hart

Clarity PSP and wall relationship is needed in my area.

Elbe Stadler

Neutral post colours on the property side would be appreciated

Les Hancock

Congratulations to the project team.
The mapping shown tonight was useful.
The extent of noise wall is now better understood with good resources in
place.
Colour scheme and background to it helped with better understanding and
surprised me somewhat.

9. NEXT STEPS:
Topics of interest for next meeting:


Landscape design and revegetation – planting species list and quantities;



Revegetation information for cleared areas;



Rationale for the clearing footprint in the different areas;
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Light spill;



Noise wall extent is a work in progress and cannot be shared yet.

Next steps include:


Prepare and circulate the Workshop Summary



Next meeting will be held on 30th November 2021 if possible and remains to be
confirmed.

The workshop closed at 8:45pm.
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ATTACHMENT ONE
WORKSHOP AGENDA

No.

Item

Presenter

Time
6.30PM

1

WELCOME, PURPOSE & PROCESS

Linton Pike, Facilitator

2

ACTIONS FROM LAST MEETING

Linton Pike, Facilitator

3

project update (Design and construction)

4

Community engagement activity

6

Noise wall locations and heights, PSP and
clearing

6.45PM

Louise Richardson /
Zoe Croft, H2HJV

INTERACTIVE SESSION
7

Jonathan Christie,
H2HJV

Dylan Pearce, H2HJV

7.00PM

ALL

Noise wall design

Grant Donald, TDL

INTERACTIVE SESSION

7.30PM

ALL

8

INDIVIDUAL FEEDBACK SESSION

Linton Pike, Facilitator

8.00pm

9

MEETING CLOSE

Linton Pike, Facilitator

8.20PM



.
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ATTACHMENT TWO
WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS
Community Reference Group Members
NAME

GROUP

Les Hancock

Community representative

Elbe Stadler

Community representative

David Hart

Community representative

Cris Dobel

Community representative

Scott Shinnick

Community representative

Jill Germano

Community representative

Mick Jones

Community representative

Val Jonsson

Community representative

Paul Covich

Community representative

Tim Richards

Community representative

Ashlee Levett

Community representative

Bernie Hawkins

Community representative

Geoff Hales

Community representative

Linton Pike

Estill and Associates Pty Ltd – Facilitation Support

Project Team
NAME

GROUP

John Robertson

Main Roads Western Australia

Sam Xanthis

Main Roads Western Australia

Zoe Croft

H2HJV

Louise Richardson

H2HJV

Stuart Douglas

H2HJV

Dylan Pearce

H2HJV

Grant Donald

H2HJV - Landscaping

Jonathan Christie

H2HJV

Apologies
NAME

GROUP

Darryl Kleeman

Community representative

Boris Maricic

Community representative
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